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Aggregation and Search 
ARC nodes aggregate metadata to describe digital projects, 
collections, or resources. 
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Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
RDF is a data model (metadata model) that describes objects on the 
web by using unique identifiers to make a series of declarations 
about that object. 
 
www.w3.org/RDF 
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The common language of RDF allows projects to talk to 
each other, and it makes 
content discoverable in new ways: 
 
ON A GRAND HISTORICAL SCALE  
and a  
FOCUSED, FACETED SCALE 
and more. 
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bit.ly/collexwiki 
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Markup Elements and Term Vocabularies 
Dublin Core 
Library of Congress 
ARC 
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<rdf:about> 
<rdfs:seeAlso> 
 
<collex:archive> 
<collex:discipline> 
<collex:genre> 
<collex:federation> 
 
 
 
 
<dc:title> 
<dc:type> 
<dc:date> 
 
<role:***> 
Required Elements 
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Required Elements 
 
<dc:type>  
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<collex:discipline> 
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